The challenge to solve in large capacity ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) is the large power consumption of search-line and match-line. In this paper, we propose a circuit that uses match-line selectivecharging scheme and low-swing search-line scheme simultaneously to reduce power consumption of search-line and match-line which occupies a large ratio in power consumption of TCAM. The circuit was verified by Hspice simulation using a 1.8V supply voltage in a CMOS 0.18 um CMOS process. The proposed 128x128 bit TCAM shows 45.4% power savings in match-line and 74.7% power savings in search-line compared to the conventional precharge high scheme in search cycle. Also, the minimum search cycle time is 3 ns (333MHz).
Introduction
Content-addressable memory (CAM) is a special memory used in search applications that require very high speeds and it is also called associative memory. CAM compares input search data against a table of stored data, and returns the address of the matching data [1] . Applications requiring high search speed of CAM include parametric curve extraction [2] , Hough transformation [3] , and image coding [4] , etc. Today, CAMs primary commercial application is to classify and forward Internet protocol [5 -10] .
A binary CAM (BCAM) is a general form of CAM that stores "0" and "1" in a storage cell to perform search operation and comparison with search data. Ternary CAM (TCAM) can store "X" (don't care) in addition to "0" and "1" by extended from of BCAM, so that it can perform search operation more efficiently. For example, if the TCAM searches for "11X0", it searches for two types of stored data, "1110" and "1101".
Today, the development of communications technology and the appearance of high-performance applications require high capacitive CAMs of larger size. As the size of the CAM increases, the number of storage cell arrays and match-line sensing amplifiers (MLSA) increases. As the array of storage cell increases, the number of match-lines (MLs) and search-lines (SLs) and the parasitic capacity increase, and therefore the problem of search time and power consumption can't be avoided. This problem becomes even more serious as the size of the CAM becomes larger, so designers need a proper design considering the trade-off between speed and power. For the reasons, there have been many schemes to reduce the power consumption of the SL and ML at the circuit level. The previous methods to reduce the power consumption of the ML are low-swing scheme [11] , selective precharge scheme [13] , pipelining scheme [14] , and current-saving scheme [17] . Furthermore, previous methods for reducing the power consumption of the SL include the eliminating SL precharge scheme [11] , and hierarchical SL scheme [14 -15] . Therefore, this paper describes the basic structure and operation of TCAM and explains the previous structures that reduce power in the ML and SL, which are the main causes of power consumption in TCAM. In addition, we describe the operation of the proposed structure and see how much power can be saved compared to conventional TCAM based on simulation results. This paper is organized as follows; Section 2 provides CAM basics. Section 3 presents proposed TCAM. Simulation results and comparison are presented in Section 4. Finally, we make conclusions in Section 5.
CAM basics
This section contains a general description of the CAM to help you understand the TCAM proposed in this paper. First, the structure and operation of conventional CAM and TCAM are described. We also describe previous techniques that have improved performance by changing the match-line and search-line structure of the CAM. Fig. 1 shows the structure of a BCAM cell composed of 10 transistors. The top four NMOSs are the search part, which compares the SL input with the data stored in the cell to turn on/off and form a path from ML to ground. Search part can be composed of XOR type depending on the design, and can be designed flexibly according to the number of transistor or desired structure [18] . The SRAM cell consisting of the bottom six transistors is a storage part and the data node is connected to the search part. Fig. 2 shows the structure of a TCAM cell consisting of 16 transistors. The difference with BCAM is the use of two SRAM cells in the storage part. Thus, a TCAM can have two more states than a BCAM that stores "0" and "1" using one storage cell. Therefore it has four data storage states but does not allow both storage cells to be "0" (always mismatch) and only allow the remaining three states. A state where "1" is stored in both storage cells becomes an "X" (don't care) state, which is an unconditional match regardless of search data during a search operation. Fig. 3 shows a simplified block diagram of conventional CAM. Each storage cell is connected and arrayed with ML and SL, and the TCAM has the same structure except that another storage cell is added. In the search operation SL is connected to search data resistors/drivers and receives search data and compares input search data with data stored in storage cell. All MLs are high precharged prior to the search operation. All MLs are high precharged prior to the search operation. When both the search data and the data stored in the storage cell are matched, the ML remains high because there is no path to the ground. If any cell is mismatched, a path to the ground is formed and the ML is discharged. Figure. 4 Schematic of conventional match-line sense amplifier Fig. 4 shows the conventional match-line sense amplifier (MLSA). The ML of the CAM is connected to the MLSA, and the MLSA inverts the value of the unstable ML after the search operation and outputs it with a definite high or low. As a result, in the ML evaluation of conventional CAM, MLSA inverts the value of ML and output "0" in match condition and "1" in mismatch condition.
Conventional CAM structure and operation

Previously technique
In the search operation of the CAM, the number of words in the match state is on or several, and thus a significant amount of power is consumed when precharging and discharging a large number of MLs or SLs in the conventional CAM structure. In addition, as the array size of the CAM cell increases, the parasitic capacitance of ML and SL increases and the power consumption in ML and SL become serious. For these reasons, a large part of the power consumption in large capacity CAM is occupied by ML and SL. Therefore, some of the methods proposed previously to solve the power consumption problem of match line and search line are introduced.
The low-swing scheme reduces power consumption in the ML by reducing the voltage swing of the ML. The reduction of power consumption is linearly proportional to the reduction of the voltage [11] [12] . The main challenge addressed by low-swing implementations is using a low-swing voltage without resorting to an externally generated reference voltage [18] .
The selective-precharge scheme is a method of unequally allocating power to ML. This method divides the ML into two segments and evaluates only some of the upper bits of the word. In the case of the word matched by the upper bits, the remaining lower bits are evaluated [13] . However there are actually two overhead sources that limit power saving. First, to maintain speed, the initial match implementation may draw a higher power per bit than the search operation on the remaining bits. Second, an application may have a data distribution that is not uniform, and, in the worst-case scenario, the initial match bits are identical among all words in the CAM, eliminating any power saving [18] .
The current-race scheme starts the search cycle by low precharging the ML and charges the current supplied by the current source to evaluate the ML. Since the ML is low precharged, this scheme does not require a separate SL precharge phase required by the ML precharge high scheme. Thus, additional power savings can be achieved in the SL [16] . However, there is a disadvantage of allocating the same amount of current to all MLs.
The current-saving scheme compensates for the disadvantages of the current-race scheme. The current-race scheme improves the disadvantage of allocating the same amount of current to all MLs, so that a larger current is assigned to the match ML and a lower current is assigned to the mismatch ML [17] . The disadvantage of this scheme is that it requires an additional current control block.
The pipelining scheme uses more segments as an extension of the selective-precharge scheme that uses two segment [14 -15] . It can compensate for the disadvantages of the selective-precharge scheme, which can not the save power when the initial bits match, and has the advantage of being able to use the hierarchical search-line scheme to be described later. However, this scheme has drawbacks of increasing latency and area overhead due to several pipeline stages [18] . The schemes described above are previously proposed schemes to reduce ML power consumption. Since the SL scheme differs according to the operation method of the ML scheme, a method for saving power of SL based on the ML scheme is introduced.
The eliminating search-line precharge scheme saves SL power by eliminating the precharge phase of SL in the search operation. Thus, this scheme skips the SL precharge phase and directly activates the SL with the search data. Since, in the typical case, about 50% of the search data bits are toggled per cycle, SL power is reduced by 50% compared to the precharge high ML sensing scheme with SL precharge phase [17] . This scheme can only be used when low precharging the ML.
The hierarchical search-line scheme is implemented in the pipelining match-line scheme described above. Since the cell array is segmented, the SL is divided into global SL (GSL) for the initial segment and local SL (LSL) for the subsequent segment. GSL is active every cycle and LSL is active only when the upper bits are match. Since most MLs are mismatching, most LSLs are not active, thus saving power of the SL, which can significantly reduce the power of the SL. However, this scheme significantly increases the implementation complexity. In this section, we have looked at a variety of previously presented schemes for reducing the ML and SL power of TCAM. However, SL scheme for power saving of SL is limited to use according to structure and operation method of ML scheme. Therefore, if a proper scheme to reduce the power consumption of the ML and the SL together is applied to the TCAM, the power consumption of the TCAM can be considerably reduced.
Proposed TCAM
As we have seen, it is obvious that the power consumption of ML and SL increases as the size of TCAM increases. In addition, many schemes for reducing power consumption of ML and SL have limited use of SL scheme according to ML scheme. Therefore, we propose a TCAM that reduces power consumption of ML and SL by using match-line selective charging scheme and low-swing searchline scheme that can be applied to TCAM.
Match-line selective charging scheme
Fig . 5 shows the structure of the match-line selective charging scheme used in the paper [19] . This scheme pre-discharges all of the MLs and selectively charges the ML in the match state during the evaluation phase. Thus, this scheme is similar to the current saving scheme, which assigns current differently to ML. Each charging controller block controls the charging and discharging process of the respective ML and the sense amplifier (SA) senses the ML voltage and gives the final match/miss decision [19] . Also, since the ML is low precharged in the operation of the charging controller as in the current saving scheme, an eliminating search-line precharge scheme can be used.
In this scheme, TCAM cells use NOR-type cells. The NAND type cell has the advantage of less power consumption than the NOR type because the ML of the cell is connected in series. However, as TCAM size increases, there is a disadvantage that an unacceptably long search time is required [20] . In addition, NOR-type is preferred over NAND-type because of the less susceptibility to failure due to the variation of process, temperature and supply voltage [21] .
Figs. 6 and 7 show the internal circuit and timing diagram of the charging controller used in the match-line selective charging scheme. When the search cycle starts, the charging controller operates in three phases: precharge phase, test-charging phase and selective charging phase. In the precharge phase, MLP is high and MLC is low, so transistors M1, M5 and M7 are turned on and the ML is pre-discharged through M1. Since the ML is discharged, the inverter composed of M3 and M4 outputs high, and M7 is also turned on by the MLP, so that high is inputted to the gate of M2. Therefore, M2 is turned off and charging of ML does not occur.
In the test-charging phase, MLP is low and MLC is high, so transistors M1, M5 and M7 are turned off and M6 is turned on. Since M2 is input low and turns on, it begins to charge the ML. When the ML is charged in the test-charging phase, if the word is mismatch, a path from ML to the ground is formed and charged more slowly than the ML of match word. The MLC remains high until ML in the match state turns on M3.
In selective charging phase, both MLP and MLC remain low. Therefore, transistor M1, M6 and M7 are turned off and M5 is turned on. In the testcharging phase, if the voltage of the ML is charged enough to turn on M3, M2 remains turned on ML continues charging. Since ML is connected to the gate of NMOS transistor connected with conventional MLSA, high is output to MLS when match and low when it is mismatch.
As a result, in the selective charging phase, the ML continues to charge when it is a match, and stops charging and discharges when it is a mismatch, thus saving power by selectively charging the ML. In this operation, except for the fully matched word, the ML of the word which is a mismatch of 1 bit is charged the fastest. Therefore, the MLP must have a reasonable charge time to ensure that the ML of this condition does not output an incorrect result.
Low-swing search-line scheme
The basic idea of a low-swing search-line scheme is to reduce the SL power consumption by reducing the swing voltage of the SL. This scheme is an Eliminating search-line precharge scheme that directly activates the search data without performing a low precharge of the SL described above. The ML scheme used in this paper can be used because it is a scheme for low precharge ML in the search operation. This scheme eliminates the SL precharge phase and low swings the SL so that the SL can save even more power. Fig. 8 shows the search-line voltage generator for generating the low-swing voltage used in this paper [22] . The search-line voltage generator consists of two comparators using operational amplifier (OPAMP), a resistor 1 -4 to generate the reference voltage, and a PMOS transistor and NMOS transistor to hold the lowswing voltages and . Figure. 9 Low-swing search-line driver than _ , it turns on PMOS to raise . Also, if is higher than _ , NMOS is turned on to lower to keep the voltage constant. Since is only used for the reference voltage, a small capacitance may be used, but C H and C L must be large enough to supply current to and . Fig. 9 shows the low-swing search-line driver. SL enable (SL_EN) and data in (DIN) are input to assign the voltage to the SL. By supplying to the driver's supply voltage and to the ground, the SL operates in low-swing and power consumption in the SL is reduced.
Simulation results
The simulation of the proposed TCAM is 128bit×128bit array and the supply voltage is 1.8V. CMOS 0.18um technology was used and verified using Hspice simulation. Fig. 10 shows SL swing of full-swing searchline driver and SL swing of low-swing search-line driver proposed in this paper. Since the resistance ratio is the same, the low-swing SL swing to about 0.45V to 1.35V. Fig. 11 shows the simulation results of the search operation in the proposed TCAM. In the top panel, ML0-ML3 represents the match-line voltage of the word from the 0th word to the 3rd word respectively, and below ML3 shows the voltage of the remaining match-line. Also, MLSO0 shows the output of the match-line sense amplifier connected to the match-line of the 0th word in fully match state (ML0). Finally, the MLP and MLC show two control inputs for the operation of the match-line selective-charging scheme. The lower panel shows the voltage swing change of the search-line for the same time. The MLP maintains high for 0.84ns, at which time the discharge of the MLs is complete. When MLP changes to low, the MLC remains high for 0.48ns, where ML0, which is a fully matched condition, can be charged to 0.7V. After that, the MLP also changes to low, and when it is the selective charging phase, only the match-line (ML0) Figure. 10 Low-swing and full-swing operation of searchline driver Figure. 11 The search operation waveform of the proposed TCAM of the fully match condition word remains high and the remaining MLs are discharged. In the simulation shown in Fig. 11 , word0 (ML0) is set to a fully match condition, and the miss-match bit is incremented by 1bit until word1-word127 (ML1-ML127). Therefore, it can be seen that ML1 is the highest charge except ML0 in the selective charging phase, and the remaining becomes gradually less charged. Therefore, it can be seen that ML1 is the highest charge except ML0 before the end of the selective charging phase. Generally, since the number of words in the mismatch condition is larger than the word in the match condition in the TCAM, the structure that can reduce a considerable amount of power consumption. Tables 1 to 3 show the comparison of the conventional CAM, conventional match-line selective charging TCAM, and the proposed TCAM, 32bit×32bit, 64bit×64bit and 128bit×128bit array respectively. Figure. 12 Total power consumption of match-line and search-line according to array size change Fig. 12 shows the variation in total power consumption in the match line and search line with the array size change of TCAM. Conventional schemes show the highest SL power consumption due to low precharging of SL. In the proposed scheme from 128bit × 128bit array, SL power reduced by about 74.7% compared with the conventional scheme, and the SL precharging phase is eliminated, and it is reduced by about 63.3% compared to full-swing ML-selective charging scheme. ML power was reduced by about 45.4% compared with the conventional scheme.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a scheme to apply match-line selective-charging scheme and lowswing search-line scheme together to reduce power consumption of match-line and search-line which occupies a large proportion of power consumption in ternary content addressable memory.
In the proposed TCAM, the match line selection charging scheme reduces the match line power consumption by selectively charging the match line in the short selection charge stage without charging all the match lines. Further, by using a low precharge match line scheme, the power consumption of the search line can be significantly reduced. Therefore, the overall power consumption of the TCAM can be reduced and the power consumed by the TCAM in the application can be reduced.
The proposed scheme is simulated using Hspice in a 0.18um CMOS process with 128bit × 128bit TCAM. As a result, the power consumption of the match-line is reduced by more than 45.4% and the power consumption of the search-line is reduced by more than 74.7% compared with the conventional scheme in the same simulation environment. The minimum cycle time was also reduced by 70%.
